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Abstract 

A large Kuroshio meander was established off the southern coast of Japan in August 1975, 

and stayed there for the next five years. This Kuroshio meander, and the associated cold eddy 

from 1975 to 1980, is described mainly on the basis of bimonthly current paths. Those current 

paths are identified with the maximum temperature gradient being at 100 m and 200 m. 

During the p巴riodfrom April to August 1975, prior to the establishment of the Kuroshio 

large meander, the eastward movement of a small meander along the coast of Japan was observed. 

This eastward proceed is similar to those in 1953 and 1959. During the five-year m巴anderperiod, the 

meander was generally stable in autumn seasons, while it was rather unstable in the spring time. In 

May 1977, and in April and August 1979, th巴 coldeddy was separat巴d,and a cold current ring 

was produced to the south of the Kuroshio. In the first two cases of the separation, newly gener-

ated small meanders off Kyusyu moved eastward, and coalesced with the ring (1977) or the mean-

der ( 1979). Through these coalescences, the Kuroshio meander returned to the typical A”type. 

However, in the case of August 1979, a small meander was not generated off Kyusyu, and 

the Kuroshio meander remained small, entering into the disappearing stage. In the disappearing 

stage, the meander moved eastward and finally cross巴dthe Izu Ridge, with E-W oscillation super-

imposed. 

The deep serial observations revealed the horizontal temperatur・egradient in the deep 

layers ( 100 m 3000 m) throughout the meander period indicating the巴xistenceof th巴 influence

of the lzu Ridge on the Kuroshio deep flow. The analysis of T司Sand T-02 relations revealed that 

the cold eddy water consists of Kuroshio water. It upwelled by 300-400 m in every layer from 

the surface to the near bottom at the time of the beginning of the cold eddy. The comparison 

of the water characteristics of the waters on th巴 eastand west of the Izu Ridge in the disappearing 

stage indicated that the deep waters did not mov巴 togetherwith the shallow waters wh巴n the 

meand巴rcrosses over the ridge. 

I. Introduction 

The stationary Kuroshio meander south of Japan and the associated cold eddy between the 

Kuroshio main currモntand the southern coast of Japan hav巴 longbeen a great concern of Japan巴se

oceanographers. In spit巴 ofmany efforts to explain the dynamical m巴chanism of this meander, 

a full explanation has not b巴enobtained yet. The systematic observational efforts which covers 

the Kuroshio area w巴reinitiated in ear匂 20thcentury by J a panes巴 agencies. Since then, the large 
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Kuroshio meander occurred four times, namely in 1934 to 1945, 1953 to 1955, 1959 to 1963 and 

1975 to 1980. Recently Okada and Nishimoto ( 1978) analyzed the long time series of tide record 

at several stations along the coast of Japan and pointed out that th巴 Kuroshiomeander may have 

occurred another two times, namely in 1906 to 1912 and in 1917 to 1922. Because of its stationar 

and continuity, th巴 Kuroshiomeander‘has com巴 tob巴 1、ecogniz巴das on巴 ofth巴 stablemodes of th巴

Kuroshio path (M註suza＇、ra,1965; Taft, 1972). Th巴五rstreport about the Kuroshio meander was 

made by Uda (1937) as an anomalous condition of th巴 Kuroshio. Later Yoshida (1961) analyzed 

merchant ship’s log and determined the duration of this meander ( 1934 to 1945). But because of 

the World War II the time of the ending of this meander is not clear. The meander in 1953 to 

1955 are described in several articles (Moriyasu, 1954, 1956) mainly on the basis of the routine ob司

servations which were made four times a year by Japanese agencies. The semimonthly observation 

of the Kuroshio with BT and GEK was started by Hydrographic Department of Japan in 1960. 

This rather frequent observaiton made possible to describe the Kuroshio meander in 1959 to 1963 

in more detail than the previous ones (Shoji, 1972). A covienient summary about the meanders in 

1934 to 1970 is found in Nitani (1972). 

Yoshida (1961) analyzed the shape of the cold eddy which is associated with th巴 Kuroshio

meander and propos巴dthe names of A, B and C types of cold eddy. Type A corresponds to the 

large cold eddy of long continuity, type B corresponds to the smaller cold eddy of shorter con司

tinuity, both of them being located west of the Izu Ridge. On the contrary, type C corresponds to 

the cold eddy which lies over the Izu Ridge. Nitani ( 1969) used above names to redi五ne the 

Kuroshio patterns which produce the corresponding cold eddies and added two more names, N and 

D types. N type corresponds to the straight path of the Kuroshio along the coast of Japan and D 

type corresponds to the meandering path east of the Izu Ridge. The long-liv巴dKuroshio meander 

which is the concern of this paper is the A-type Kuroshio meander. But other names are also used to 

express the shape of the meander in this paper. 

Pr巴cedingthe establishment of the Kuroshio meander, a small disturbance of the Kuroshio 

path occurred east of Kyusyu and moved downstream slowly until reaching in the offing of Ensyu-

nada. It grew large there resulting in the large Kur司osl山 meander(Yoshida, 1961; Moriyasu, 1961a). 

An offshore displacement of he Kur・oshiopath off Sionomisaki in early 1953 was reported by Masu-

zawa ( 1954) and Id巾（1954). Nitani (1972) tho昭如 thisdisplacement was a forerunner of the 

establishment of the Kur・oshiomeander. A similar eastward progress of the small meander was 

found in 1969 (Shoji, 1972). Although it grew large and obtained th巴 sizeof th巴 A-typeKuroshio 

meander, it did not stay to the west of the Izu Ridge and moved away from the south of Japan 

soon. This meander in 1969 is classified as A'-type meander by Nitani (1972). 

In this paper, the description of the Kuroshio meander in 1975 to 1980 is given. For this 

meander period, the data coverage is more dens巴 inspace and time than for the previous ones and 

also the deep obs巴rvationdown to the bottom was often mad巴 inthis period. Section two deals 

with th巴 bathymetrysouth of Japan. An outline of the development of the Kuroshio meander 

in 1975 to 1980 is given in section thrで日． Detailed annual d巴scriptionon the paths of th巴 Kuroshio

is given in sections four and five. S巴ctionsix deals with the deep temperature structure, especially 

the structure below the sill depth of the Izu Ridge. In section seven the water type of the cold eddy 

is discussed on the basis of the T-S and T”02 relaitons. 
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2. Bathymetry of the Kuroshio Region South of Japan 

The bottom topography in this region is one of the main factors which prescribes the 

Kuroshio behavior south of Japan. A full description of the bathymetry in the western North Pacific 

is given in Mogi (1972) and th巴 featureswhich concerns with the Kuroshio south of Japan is dis帽

cussed by Taft (1972). In Figure 1, a schematic bathymetric chart of the Kuroshio region is shown 

130° 135° 140°E 

Figure 1 Bathymetry of the Kuroshio area south of .Japan 

with the contours at every 1000 m. Geographical names which is used in this paper are also included 

in this chart. Main part of this r巴gionis occupied by Sikoku Basin which is flanked by two ridges, 

namely Izu幽OgasawaraRidge on the east and Kysyu-Palau Ridge on the w巴st. This basin has an 

average depth of 4000 m which is shallow巴rby about 2000 m than the northwest Pacific Basin east 

of Izu-Ogasawara Ridge. Two important features which may a任巴ctthe Kuroshio flow are th巴 con帽

tinental slope and the Izu-Ogasawara Ridge. With very narrow continental shelf, the continental slope 

on the north acts as a wall. Izu-Ogasawara Ridge ris巴srather sharply from th巴 oceanbed, and may 

acts as a barrier‘to the deep Kuroshio flow. :E三ur‘oshio mostly crosses the shallowest part of th巴

ridge, namely betw巴巴n32。and 34°N. This part of the ridge has a d巴pthof less than 1000 m, with 

a exception of a channel b巴tw巴en恥li)

deeper than 1000 m. 

3. Outline of the development of the meander 

In order to have a general idea on the Kuroshio meander in 1975 to 1980, the time sequence 

of the meander development is outlined in this section. 
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In Apr‘ii 1975, a small meander of the Kuroshio was generated to th巴 eastof K yusyu・This

small m巴andermo、F巴ddm、＇nstreamslo＇、＇ for the next month, and reach巴din the o伍ngof Sikoku 

in :May. After a upstream return in late 1v[ay, it began to move downstream again rather swiftly. 

After passing o妊 Sionomisaki,it grew larger, and finally in August it changed into th巴“largemeander 

stage" in the offing of Ensyunada which is just west of th巴 IzuRidge. This large Kuroshio meander 

is classified as A-type Kuroshio path according to Yoshida (1961) and Nitani (1969). This gen-

eration process of the Kuroshio stationary meander is very similar to the pr巴viousones. This large 

Kuroshio meander and th巴 associatedcold eddy stayed for next five years to the south of Japan. 

From the establishment of the meander in August 1975 through 1976 it was stable. In April 

1977, the cold eddy was elongated in northwest司 southeastdirection, and in Jv[ay it was separated 

into two parts. The southern half became a current ring, whil巴 thenorthern half became a reduced 

meander off Sionomisaki. The r巴ducedsmall meander off Sionomisaki proceeded巴astwardand disap” 

peared in a month, while a new meander was g巴neratedeast of Kyusyu in June. This new meander 

moved eastward and the curr巴ntring moved northwest¥、＇ard. In August they coalesced with each 

other producing a A-type large Kuroshio meander again. For the rest of 1977 the meander was 

rather stable. In the spr・ingof 1978, the Kuroshio path displaced southward in the o伍ngof Kyusyu 

and Sikoku and a very large area between the Kuroshio and the coast of Japan was covered with 

cold water. This is th巴 timewhen the area of th巴 coldeddy has its largest value during th巴 whole

meander period. In May 1978 the Kuroshio flowed temporarily to the south of Hatizyozima. From 

the experience in 1963 (th巴 endof th巴 previousmeander), this phenomenon was considered as fore-

runn巴rof the decay of the Kuroshio m巴ander. But it was only temporal and th巴 meanderreturned 

to the usual pattern soon. In April 1979, the meander took a elongated shape similar to the 1977 

Table 1 Summary of the events of the Kuroshio meander development 

Apr. G巴nerationof a small meand巴roff Kyusyu 

1975 Apr.-Aug. Downs tr・earnprogress and Growth of the above meander 

Aug. Establishment of the large meander off Ensyunada 

1976 The meander was very stable throughout the year 

Jan.-Mar. Westward shift of the meander 

May Separation of the cold eddy and production of a cold current ring 
1977 

Jun. Generation of a new small meander off Kyusyu 

Aug. Coalescence of the cold ring with the small meander off Kyusyu 

1978 Jan.-Jul. Large offshore displacement of the Kuroshio path off Sikoku 

Apr. Second separation of the cold eddy 

1979 Jun.-Jul. Generation of a new small meander off Kyusyu and its coalescence with the 
cold eddy 

Aug. Third separation of the cold eddy 

Jan.-Aug. Eastward movement of the cold eddy around the Izu Ridge and sup巴rimposed 

1980 
east-west oscillation 

Aug. Disappearance of the meander from the south of Japan 
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case, resulting in the second separation of th巳 coldeddy. This tim巴 thelife history of th巴 produced

current ring is not known. But, similarly to the 1977 case, a small meander was generated east of 

Kyusyu. It moved eastward and coalesced with the m巴anderwhich was left off Sionomisaki when 

the cold eddy was separated. In August 1979 the third separation occurred. But, this itme, the 

remaining small meander was not replenished with a small disturbance off Kyusyu. From this time 

on, the meander remained in smaller siz巴 andgradully moved eastward. In Febr・uary 1980, the 

meander rode over th巴 IzuRidge and a C-type meander was observed. In hte first half of 1980, 

them巴andermoved back and forth around th巴 IzuRidge, experiencing B-type and C-type Kuroshio 

meander alternately. In August 1980 the meander mov巴daway eastward and th巴 stationarymeander 

period ended. For convienience the above time sequences of th巴 m巴ander dev巴loprnent are sum開

rnarized in Table 1. 

4. Annual Kuroshio Paths 

Kuroshio paths are identified with surface current by GEK and with near-surface tempera-

ture distribution by BT twice a month in Hydrographic Department of Japan. The paths thus 

identified ar巴 publishedsemimonthly from the department as the Prompt Report on the Oceano” 

graphic Conditions. The Kuroshio paths taken from above reports are shown in Figures 2 to 8 

for each year of the meander period. For 1979 the paths are group巴dinto two; from Jan to Aug, 

and from Sept to Dec, b巴causethe dominant flow patterns are different for thos巴 twoperiods. 

In ord巴rto compare Kuroshio patterns in the meander period with the patterns in no” 

meander period, Kuroshio paths in 1970 to 1975 ar巴 shownin Figure 9. Those figures clearly show 

two characterisitc Kuroshio pattern, no-m巴ander・pattern and meander pattern. In no-meander 

period, Kuroshio is very stable in the offing of Sionomisaki, behaving like a knot in a vibrating 

system. On the contrary, there seems a fluctuation in two regions, off Sikoku and Kyusyu, and 

around the Izu-Ogasawara Ridge. Nitani ( 1972) and Taft ( 1972) made similar comparisons using 

the data taken in 1956 to 1965. 

As is shown in Figure 2, the Kuroshio meander was rather small in 1975, the trough of the 

meander being located at 31°N. In 1976, it grew larger and displaced southwestward. Throughout 

1976, the meander was very stable (Figure 3). In 1977 it shifted further southwestward and became 

very unstable at the same time. The separation and recombination of a cold current ring occurr巴d

this year. In the spring of 1978, large offshore displac巴mentof the Kuroshio axis occurred and also 

th巴 meanderwas rather unstable this year and was elongated in east-west direction sometimes. 

These conditions are shown in Figure 5. In the first half of 1979, the meander was unstabl巴 as

in th巴 casesof 1977 and 1978 (Figure 6). But after the separation of a cold current ring in August, 

it b巴camesmall and took the position just west of the Izu Ridge (Figure 7). In 1980, the m巴ander

gradually mov巴deastward and五nallydisappeared in August (Figure 8). 
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Figure 2 Kuroshio paths in 1975 
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Figure 4 Kuroshio paths in 1977 
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Figure 5 Kuroshio paths in 1978 
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Figure 6 Kuroshio paths in Jan. to Aug. 1979 
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Figure 7 Kuroshio paths in Sep. to Dec. 1979 
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5. Detailed Description 

In this section detailed descriptions are made on the several features of the Kuroshio 

meander which deserves closer examinations. In order to look at the change of the Kuroshio 

path in more detail, temperature distribution charts at a depth of 100 m are prepared. Th巴se

charts are drawn for every 10 days in 1975-1978 and for every two weeks in 1979 and 1980. The 

depth of 100 m was chosen because there are mor巳 dataavailable at 100 m than at 200 m, though 

200 m has been且 traditionalchoice to identify the Kur・oshio.The representative temperature value 

at lOOm indicative of the Kuroshio axis are reported by Yamauchi (1978) and Nakabayashi (1970). 

Their results show that th巴 t巴mperaturevalu巴 indicativeof th巴 Kuroshioaxis changes from place 

to place and from season to season ranging 15°C in February around the Izu Ridge to 25°C・ in 

Octob巴rto he south of Kyusyu. In this paper 20° C is used to fix the Kuroshio axis. 

(1) Generation stage: April August 1975 

Kuroshio paths from April to August in 1975 are shown in Figure 10. A small meander 

lJS'E 

135 E 

" 30' 

" 35' 

135'E 

135° '40モ

" 30' 

Figure 10 The eastward movement of the small meander in 1975 
prior to the establishment of the large meander 

was generated in mid-April as is shown in th巴 current path in 11-20 April. This small meander 

proceed巴d downstream along the continental slop巴 innext on巴 monthreaching in th巴 offingof 

Sikoku in mid-May. However, in late l¥1ay, the small meander seems to have disappeared or 

returned upstream (See th巴 currentpath in 20-30 May). The small meander found to the east 

of Tanegasima in lat巴 Mayproceeded downstream again. It continued moving eastward through 

June and July and passed off Sionomisaki in late July. This passing off Sionomisaki seems to be 

important for the Kmoshio meander to become large, becaus巴 adisturbance o狂Sionomisakiis scarc巴ly
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found when the larg巴Kuroshiomeander is absent ( se巴 Figure9) . After passing o貸 Sionomisaki,the 

meander extended in southeast direction and b巴camea typical A-type meand巴rin early September. 

Phase speed of the movement of this small meander is shown in Figure 11. Maximum phas巴 speed
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Phase sp巴edof the eastward movement of the meander in 1975 

of 10 nautical miles/day is found in lat巴Mayand mid July. The mean phase sp巴edin the total 

p巴riodis 2.2 nautical miles/day. This value is compared with th巴 phasespeed of 3 nautical miles/ 

day in the past two cases in 1959 and 1969 (Nitani, 1977). The small disturbance to the east of 

I三yusyuis frequently observed especially in winter season (Moriyasu, 1961b). And often it proceeds 

eastward (Solomon, 1978). But, in very few cas巴sit grows to a large I三uroshiomeander. The 

reason why th巴 smallmeander becomes large in some cases but it doesn’t in other cases should be 

investigated. 

(2) The separation and recombination of a cold ring in 1977 

The Kuroshio condition in the period from the separation of a cold current ring to the 

recombination of it in 1977 is described in this sub圃sectionon the basis of the current paths. 

After being in very stable condition in 1976, the Kuroshio m巴andershifted westward, and 

at the sam巴 timeit became unstable. Kuroshio paths in April to August in 1977 are shown in 

Figur巴 11

1-10JUN 

10 15JUN 

The separation of the cold eddy in May 1977 and the 
coalescence with the small meander off Sikoku 

135"'E 135'三

Figure 12 
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Figure 12. Kuroshio paths in April are inferred from surface temperature distribution using 20。c
contour as a representative isotherm, while the paths in :May to August are determined from 100 m 

temperature distribution. The meander in lat巴 Apriland mid May have a long and narr 

ext巴ndingto th巴 south-southeast. In late lvfay, th巴 巴longat巴d cold eddy was separated into two 

parts, the southern half becoming a cold cunent ring and the northern half a contracted meander 

off Sionomisaki. Current rings are oft巴nfound to the east of the IztトOgasawaraRidge where the 

Kuroshio Extension is v巴ryfluctuativ巴. However, a ring formation to the south of Japan has never 

been observed in the past. Ka凶 hiraet al. ( 1978) repo巾 da detail巴dstructure of this ri時 onthe 

basis of the Shumpumaru’s observations in lvfay and Julyキ. According to them the separation of the 

cold eddy extended to a depth of 1000 m. This ring moved northwestward in next two months 

(Figure 12). On the contrary th巴 contractedmeander off Sionomisaki became small gradually and 

moved eastward. In mid June another meander was generated to the east of Kyusyu and proceeded 

eastward replacing the contracted meander. In August the newly generated meander coalesced with 

the cold ring producing a large meander again (the Kuroshio path in 10-15 Aug). The phase speed 

of the northw巴stwardmovem巴ntof the ring is about 1.5 nautical miles/day. 

(3) I•三ur・oshio paths in the spring of 1978 

The Kur・oshioin the spring of 1978 has two typical patt巴rns. One pattern is observed in 

t35' 140守ε

135・ 14σE 

Figure 13 Two typical patterns of the Kuroshio meander in the spring of 1978 

ネ KobeMarine Observatory of JMA to which Shumpumaru belongs named the ring "Harukaze" after 
the Japanese style pronounciation of the ship’s name Shumpu. 
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February to April (Figur巴 13,upper), and the other is observed in late April to Jun巴（Figur巴 13,

lower). In February to April the Kuroshio meander has a S-like shape west of the Izu Ridge, and 

at the same time an eastward extension of the meander tip is observed (Figure 13, upper). This e》

tension resembles to th巴 situationin August 1975 (see Figure 10), though the horizontal scale is 

larger in 1978 than in 1975. The southward displacement of th巴 currentaxis off Sikoku observed 

in February to July is anoth巴rcharacteristic of the I三uroshiopath in the spring of 1978. As is 

shown in 200 m temperature distribution in Figure 14, there are two cold eddies. One eddy is 

3-19JUL 

’35' 」一－－＇・一一
140 E 

" 35 

JO 

" 35 

30' 

Figure 14 Temperature distribution at 200 m in May and July 1978 

。百 Sikokuand the other o妊 KiiPeninsula. The area of the cold eddy is largest in th巴 springof 

1978. However, th巴 temperaturearound the eddy c巴nteris rather high, having the valu巴 ofl2°C 

compared with th巴 usualvalu巴 of10°C. In lat巴 July,the meander returned to its typical pattern 

and remain巴das it was for the rest of the year. 

(4) Th巴 secondand third separation in 1979 

In April 1979, the second separation of the cold eddy was observed. Kuroshio paths from 

March to May are shown in Figure 15. There is no BT data available in ear勾 April,and the Kuro” 

shio path in 28 Mar-9 Apr was determined from the surfac巴 temperatur巴 distribution. Similarly to 

the cas巴 inMay 1977, the meander became narrow and th巴 trough 巴xtended in south southeast 

direction. In early April the southern tip of the cold eddy was separated and became a ring. But 

the subsequent progress of it is not clear. Th巴 ringmay have coalesced with the Kuroshio meander 
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Figure 15 The second separation of the cold eddy in April 1979 

soon after the s巴paraiton,because the shape of the meander after the separation (Figure 15, lower) 

is still elongated in southeast direction. On the other hand, in the offing of Kyusyu, a new cold eddy 

developed during April and May (Figure 15, lower). In June, it coalesced with th巴 eddyoff Siono-

misaki, resulting in a single large eddy. This is shown in 200 m temperature distribution in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 The temperature distribution at 200 m in June 1979 

In August, the third separation of the cold eddy occurred (Figure 17). The shape of 

the meander just before the separation (18 Jul-1 Aug) is very unusual, having two tips; one is on 
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Figure 17 The third separation of the cold巴ddyin August 1979 

the south and the other on th巴 east. It seems that the southern tip became a ring and the other 

tip became a small meander around Miyakesima, as shown in th巴 Kuroshiopath in 8 23 Aug. In 

next ten days the small meander around Miyakesima moved eastward and the contracted meander 

off Sionomisaki also shifted to the east (the I七日oshiopath in 15 A昭一6Sep). After the contraction 

by the third separation in August 1979, th巴 supplyby a newly generated meander off Kyusyu was 

not given to the Kuroshio meander. The meander remained as it was for the rest of 1979, keeping 

the contracted size, and ent巴redinto the disapp巴aringstage. 

( 5) The disapp巴aringstage: January-August 1980 

The I三uroshiomeander, which was contracted by th巴 thirdseparation in August 1979, 

moved eastward very slowly, reaching just west of the Izu Ridge by the end of 1979. The meander 

continued moving eastward during the first half of 1980, and finally disappeared from the south of 

Japan in August. The condition in this disappearing stage is described in detail in this subsection. 

The Kuroshio paths in January to August 1980 are shown in three charts in Figur巴 18.It is clearly 

seen that the meander gradually shifted eastward and at the same tim巴 th巴 lengthof th巴 meander

in north-south direction was shortened. A typical C-typ巴 Kuroshiomeand巴ris observed in May to 

July. This disappearing process of the Kuroshio meand巴ris very similar to that of the previous 

m四 nder( 1959 1963), which is describ吋 inNitani ( 1977), although the decay of th巴 meanderby 

the separation of a cold ring was not observed in the previous meander period. The longitudes at 

which the Kuroshio path crosses the 33°N line are plotted for the period from January to July 

1980 (Figure 19). Figur・巴 19 also shows that the s巴alevel for the total five-year period at Hatizyo-

zima, which is locat巴dat about 33°N and 140°E. Th巴 sealevel at Hatizyozima is a good indicator 

of th巴 locationof the Kuroshio path around the Izu Ridge. That is best exemplified by th巴 good

correlation b巴tweenthe longitudes of the Kuroshio path and the sea level at Hatizyozima in January 

to July 1980. Th巴 temporalsouthward displacement of the Kuroshio path in May 1978, which was 

discussed in 5.3, is represented as a dip in the sea level. Similar dips ar巴 foundin Octob巴rand De-

cember 1977, and in July and T、Jovemb巴r1979. But the corresponding fluctuation of the Kuroshio 

path was not obs巴IV巴dbecause of th巴 lackof data. 
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Figure 18 Kuroshio paths in the disappearing stage of the meander in 1980 
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Figure 19 Seal level at Hatizyozima and th巴 positionsof the Kuroshio paths in 1980 expressed 

by the longitude at which the Kuroshio cross 33°N line. Solid lines shows the sea 

level and the dashed line at the bottom of the figure shows the longitudes 

6. The Deep Structure of the Kuroshio Cold Eddy and the Warm Eddies South 

of the Kuroshio 

Deep serial observations down to th巴 bottom,which was rarely made in the previous mean-

der periods, were made rather frequently during the meander period from 1975 to 1980. With the 

use of those d巴epobservation data, the better understanding of the deep temperature structure of the 

cold eddy can be obtained. 

日15' 14crE 

" 35。

30° 

Figure 20 Temp巴ratur巴 distributionat 1000 m in May 1976 
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As an example, temperatur巴 distributionat 1000 m d巴pthis shown in Figure 20. Th巴 cold

eddy is located on the corner mad巴 bythe continental slope and the Izu-Ogas訂varaRidge. The 

temperature still has a gradient at this depth. If this gradient indicates a substantial geostrophic 

velocity at this layer, it is very natural to assume the strong influence of the Izu Ridge on the Kur・o-

shio flow, b巴causethe northern portion of the ridge is shallower than 1000 m. Temperature gradient 

is found even at deeper layers. This is shown in th巴 temperaturedistributions at 2000 m, 3000 m 

and 3500 m in Figure 21. When we calculate the geostrophic velocity at 1000 decibar and 2000 

Figure 21 
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Temperature distributions at 1000 m, 3000 m and 3500 m in November 1976 

decibar referred to 3000 decibar, 10 cm/sec and 3 cm/sec are obtained at maximum. This deep 

temperature gradient continued throughout the meander period. The temperature distribution at 

1000 m in September 1979 is shown in Figure 22 as an exampl巴 ofthe deep structure near the end 

of the meander. The temperature near the center of the cold eddy is about 3°C, and sharp tem岨

perature gradient is still found. 

As is seen in Figur巴 20,there is a warm eddy off Sikoku. This eddy can not b巴 recognized

in the temperature distribution shallower than 200 m because of thick th巴rmostadnear the sea sur幽

face. The return flow associated with this warm eddy may be large and account for a substantial portion 
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135 14。ε

Figur巴 22 Temperature distribution at 1000 m in September 1979 

of the total Kuroshio transport. However》 beea us巴 ofthe sparsity of data, the role of this warm eddy 

has not been fully understood. Accordi時 toMarin巴 EnvironmentalAtlas II ( 1978) published by 

Japanese Oceanographic Data Center, th巴meanposition of this warm eddy is 31°N and 136°E during 

no齢meand巴rperiod. When the Kuroshio meander is present, the mean position of the warm eddy 

moves to the west. The positions of the warm eddy center during the period from 1975 to 1980 

are read from a series of 400 m temperatur巴 distributioncharts, most of which ar巴 preparedby 

Nishiyama and Ishii ( 1980). For a half of these charts the center of the warm eddy can be recog-

nized. Table 2 shows all of these positions. The overall mean of them is 30°02’N and 134°18’E. 
According to Table 2, the warm eddy moved southward in 1977 with the high巴rtemperature value 

near the eddy center. 

There is one more warm eddy which is located over th巴 IzuRidge. Ho＼、引F巴r,it is very 

scarcely r巴cognizedas an eddy because of th巴 lackof data. An example is the 1000 m temp巴raturedis・

tribution in May to June in 1978 (Figure 23). As shown in Figure 23, there is a warm area on the 

Tab！巴 2 Positions of the warm eddy off Sikoku 

year month lat. long. max. temp. 
at 400m 

1976 May 30°55' 134°05' 17-18。C
Jul. 30°42' 133。55' 17-18 
Sep. 30。05’ 134 °00' 17-18 
Oct. 30。25' 134°05' 17-18 

1977 Jan. 29°50' 133。40' 16-17 
May 29°22' 134。20’ 18-19 
Jul. 29°25' 133、50' 18-19 
Sep. 29°25' 135°00' 18-19 
Oct. 29°20' 133。40' 18-19 

1978 Jun. 30°00' 135。20’ 18-19 
Nov. 29°05' 133。45' 17-18 
Dec. 30。30' 133。35' 17-18 

1979 Mar. 30°00' 134。20' 18-18 
Sep. 31°00' 135。00' 16-17 
Oct. 30°25' 135 °50' 16-17 

30°02' 134。18'
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Izu Ridge surrounded by 4.6°C isoth巴rm. This warm eddy is less conspicuous than the one found 

off Sikoku. According the overall mean dynamic topography in the western North Pacific (JODC, 

1975), there is one warm eddy east of the Izu Ridge at about 33°N and 143°E. However, it is not 

clear whether this eddy shifted westward onto the Izu Ridge or a new eddy was generated ther巴

when th巴 largeKuroshio meander occurred. 

The change of the positions of the ＇、官m eddy o狂 Sikokufrom the position in no-meander 

period to the one in meander period is observed in the generation stage of the Kuroshio meander 

in 1975. Because the number of deep observations is much less than thos巴 ofsurfac巴 ornear”surface 

135° 14o'E 

" 35' 

＇＂’ 

Figure 23 Warm eddy on the Izu Ridge repr巴sent巴dby lOOOm 
temp巴raturedistribution in the spring of 1977 

135 

30 

Figure 24 Movement of the warm and cold巴ddiesin the generation stage 
。fth巴 meander. Solid circles r巴pr巴S巴ntth巴 centerof the cold 

eddy and solid squares represent the center of the warm eddy. 
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observations, the center of warm eddy was identified only four times in 1975. Those four positions 

are shown in Figure 24. The centers of the cold eddy in the same period are also included in 

Figur・巴 24. According to Figure 24, the warm eddy moved northeastward in May to July along with 

the cold eddy off Sikoku. However, it seems that the warm eddy moved to the southwest during 

July and August, being replaced by the cold eddy. Nishi）叩naet al. ( 1980) suggested that the warm 

eddy which is found o鉦Omaesakiin July moved away to the east during August, and a new warm 

eddy came from the west. 

LARGE MEANDER OF THE KUROSHIO IN 1975-1980 (1) 

Because the eddy structure extends deeper than the sill depth of the Izu Ridge, the deep 

structure of the cold eddy at the tim巴 ofC-type Kuroshio meander is very interesting. To our reg-

ret, the deep observation of the disappearing stage of the Kuroshio meander is not so dens巴 asto 

be able to construct a temperature distribution chart in deep layers. However, the fractional evi-

dences in May 1980 indicates that temperature gradient exists in deep layers of th巴 coldeddy on 

both sides of the Izu Ridge. 

Water Characteristics of the Cold Eddy 

Water characteristics of the cold eddy is analyzed with the use of T-S and T・02relation-
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south of Japan during the meander period 
Figure 25 
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ships. T-S and T-02 diagrams are constructed using all the serial observation data taken by the 

Hydrographic Dept. during the period from August 1975 to November 1978 (Figure 25). Station 

locations of these data are shown in Figure 26. As is s巴巴nin Figure 26, the stations ar巴 distribut巴d

in the area of the cold eddy, the Kuroshio and the south of th巴 Kuroshio. The data of which the 

temperature is over 15。Care excluded, because those near-surface water is under the influence of th巴

surface disturbances and may not r巴presentthe cold eddy adequately. The data used corresponds 

to the water deeper than 100 m in the center of the cold eddy and deeper than 400 m in the warm 

eddy. As is seen in Figure 25, all the data fall in the very narrow belt on T-S and T-02 diagrams. 

There are some stations which have lower salinity values at salinity minimum layers and lower oxチ

gen values at oxygen minimum layers. Also, higher oxygen content are often found in the thermo幽

cline waters (The water ha＼担gthe t巴mperaturevalue of about 10°C; Mas田 awa, 1969). When 

the stations in the cold eddy and th巴 Kuroshiomain current zone are picked up to draw T欄Sand T-02 

diagrams (Figure 27), these data fall in even narrower belt, meaning that the stations which have 

lower salinity valu巴inthe salinity minimum layer and higher oxygen content in thermocline waters are 

all located to the south of the I三uroshio. Therefore the waters which consist of the cold eddy is 

the same as the water of the Kuroshio main current. As is seen in the north-south temperature 
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section which crosses the center of the cold eddy (Figur巴 28),th巴reis correspondence between the 

cold eddy 1、raterand the Kuroshio water at every d叩th.This fact indicates that the Kuroshio water 

upwelled by the amount of 300-400 m at every layer from surface to near bottom. The same result 

was pointed out for the previous cold eddies, although the observation was rather shallow (Moriyasu, 

1954). 

Uda (1949) pointed out the good correlation between Oyashio strength and the Kuroshio 

meander generation, and suggested that Kuroshio cold eddy was caus巴dby Oyashio under℃urrent, 

which flows to the south from the Oyashio region on the east of th巴 IzuRidge, curls into this region 

and upwells there. Nan'niti ( 1958) suggested that the bathymetry south of Japan is favorable for 

the upwelling of the Oyashio undercurrent. However, the fact that th巴 everylayer just below the 

Kuroshio main current upwelled and becam巴 thecold eddy suggests that some dynamical effect is 

more appropriate for the cause of the occurrence of the cold eddy. Ishii and Toba ( 1977) suggested 

that the angle at which the Kur・oshiomeets the Izu Ridge is essential to the upwelling the Kuroshio 

water. 
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Figure 28 Temperature section along 136。Ein November 1976 

In May 1980 when the Kuroshio meander takes the C-type, several serial observations were 

made around the Izu Ridge. Among them, four stations are inside the cold eddy, two of them 

being to the east of the Izu Ridge and the other two to the west of the ridge. The T・Sand T・02

relations are plotted in Figure 29. The T-S and T・02curves show that the water deeper than 800 m 

have different characteristics on both sides of the Izu Ridge, while the shallower waters are the same 

on both sides. This indicates that when the pattern of the Kuroshio meander changes from A同 or

B”type to C桐type,only the surface pattern moves but the deep waters does not cross the ridge. 
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Figure 29 T-S and T・02diagrams for the stations inside th巴 coldeddy at the time of C-type 
Kuroshio meander. Solid circles represent the stations west of the Izu Ridge and 
triangles represent the stations east of the ridge. 

8. Summary 

The large meander of the Kuroshio south of Japan in 1975 to 1980 is described based on 

the movement of current axis. GEK and BT data from various sour℃es are assembled and the current 

axises are identified with surface current maximum or temperature gradient maximum at 100 m 

and 200 m depths. The establishment of the large Kuroshio meander in August 1975 was preceded 

by the eastward movement of the small meander o証Kyusyuand Sikoku. This generation process is 

very similar to the process in 1959 and 1969. In the latter half of 1975 and throughout 1976, and 

also in autumns of 1977 and 1978, the meander was V巴rystable, being located o妊 Omaesaki. On 

th巴 otherhand, in th巴 springand summer of both 1977 and 1979, th巴 meanderwas rather unstable, 

being located off Kii Peninsula. During those periods the separation of the cold eddy and the pro・
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duction of a cold ring occurred three times, namely in May 1977, in April 1979 and in August 1979. 

Among the rings produced above, the one in May 1977, after having moved to the northwest, coa-

lesced in August with the small cold eddy south of Sikoku which was generated in June 1977 to 

the east of Kyusyu. The typical A-type meander pattern was resumed through this coalescence. 

Also, in the case of the s巴parationin April 1979, the remaining small meander left by the separa-

tion of southern tip returned to its typical A-type through the coalescence with the newly generated 

meander east of Kyusyu. Howev巴r,in the case of August 1979, without further supply, the mean-

der remained small and entered into the disappearing stage. In the disappearing stage, the meander 

moved eastward gradually. Northward flowing portion of the meander on the east side reached the Izu 

Ridge and crossed th巴 ridge,taking C岨typemeander p丘ttern. Fluctuation with the period of two or 

three months overlapped on this gradual eastward movement. Evidences in T-S and T”02 diagrams 

indicate that when th巴 meandercrossed the Izu Ridge, the d巴巴pwater did not cross over the ridge. 

The warm eddy, which is located to th巴 south of Kii Peninsula when the meander is 

absent, was locat巴dto the south of Sikoku during the meander period. It moved westward in the 

generation period, stay巴dto the south of Sikoku during the meander period and moved back to the 

south of Ensyunada when the meander end巴d. One more eddy was found in 1977 and 1978 on the 

Izu Ridge, where th巴r巴 isno such eddy wh巴nthe meander is absent. 

Analysis of T-S and T-02 diagrams indicate that the cold eddy 爪•ater upwelled by 300 m 

or 400 m at every layer under the Kuroshio. 

The author is greatly indebt巴dto the members of the Oceanographic Division whose works 

in collecting the data ar巴 indispensablefor this pa per. 
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